Olympus DS-9500
Fast, easy-to-use, wireless
Anywhere, anytime

Mobile dictation, secure file management, fast sharing. Your professional mobile dictation solution.

Record your voice and manage dictation workflow with enhanced clarity and increased flexibility in any environment.

You decide where, when and how you dictate. Two microphones ensure flawless speech quality in every situation. Use WiFi to share your files from the DS-9500. Enjoy greater efficiency and more time for the things that are important to you.

Back-to-back client meetings or courtroom hearings mean there is no time to dock your device to get your files started in the transcription process. With an Olympus DS-9500 WiFi voice recorder, all you need is a few minutes to step out, make additional comments or notes for the recipient, sync on your mobile phone hotspot, and send your files. Getting your files out sooner means the workflow is more efficient and the whole process moves more quickly.

Lawyers, doctors, detectives, investigators, journalists and consultants all spend time on the road and don’t have time to stop and hook up to a computer. With the DS-9500, you don’t need to connect your recorder to a laptop or PC. Simply connect it to your mobile hotspot and send your dictation as soon as you are complete. Stop being your own bottleneck in your dictation process.

- WiFi: Wireless sharing for fast workflows.
- ROBUST HOUSING: Drop tested from 1.5m – alcohol wipe resistant.
- LARGE COLOR DISPLAY: 2.4” color display for an optimal overview.
- INTELLIGENT TWO-MICROPHONE SYSTEM: For stereo or highly directional recording.
- DOCKING STATION: Fast charging and easy file sharing via USB and local network.
- USBABILITY: Slide switch enables easy, intuitive operation.

WIFI COMPATIBILITY AND LAN CONNECTOR INCLUDED

Managing workflow and sending dictation via WiFi accessibility provides increased flexibility and improved efficiency. Pairing with your personal hotspot or office network provides real-time file sharing with your transcribers. Status of transcriptions files can easily be checked on the DS-9500.

CRYSTAL CLEAR VOICE IN ANY ENVIRONMENT USING INTELLIGENT DUAL MICROPHONES

Intelligent Dual Microphone technology ensures optimization for many different recording environments. For example, in a noisy environment such as an airport, use narrow directionality to ensure the voice is accurately captured. For conference rooms with multiple individuals speaking, use a wide-directionality setting recording to accurately capture all presenters.

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY STUDIO RECORDING BUILT-IN

An included studio quality pop filter reduces additional noise from wind and breath noise, enabling more accurate transcription and professional quality recordings.

SHOCK PROOF BODY IMPROVES LONGEVITY IN EVERYDAY DICTATION

Thanks to the robust housing and fabrication, the device is very durable. Our tests confirmed that the DS-9500 continues to record when falling off a desk and survived the tests without any impairment (1.5m – alcohol wipe resistant). Also, the coating is alcohol resistant, allowing you to clean the device hygienically.

EFFICIENT WORKING WITH THE DOCKING STATION.

The DS-9500 Docking Station provides the seamless connection to your PC. When connected to an Olympus AC Adapter, it charges the DS-9500 in under 3 hours. Optionally, you can connect it with a footswitch and control the device remotely. This allows for hands-free dictation. The Docking Station’s network connection provides a backup data sharing solution in the absence of WiFi.

EASY AND SECURE MANAGEMENT WITH ODDS SOFTWARE

The ODDS RT software allows you to easily share your files with recipients. Prioritize highly important files. Check out how ODDS RT secures your wireless dictation workflow.

Intuitive operation for full concentration during dictation

The slide switch ensures intuitive operation. The high-quality materials make the dictation machine’s slide switch even more robust and durable.

Secure your dictation device with a PIN

A security PIN protects your data from unauthorized access.

Protect your files

With OLP (Data Loss Prevention) the device can be operated in a read-only mode when connected to a PC, preventing it use as a regular USB stick to store confidential data from your company.

Encryption at a high security level

AES 256-bit encryption provides high standard data security.

Learn More about the DS-9500

Contact us Today!
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